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Ray capturing a Hawk Owl
Photos by Gerald Romanchuk

Snow Goose Chase
Photos by Gerald Romanchuk
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Chasing Owls with Ray Cromie
One of the guys called out, “It’s coming!” No kidding it was
coming. It had to be flying 100 miles per hour! “It” was a
Northern Hawk Owl. I was standing on the side of an icy road
with a large salmon net in my hands, waiting for the owl to fly
in to a mouse at my feet. Ray said it’d be easy, just keep the net
at your side ’til the owl is just about to get the mouse. Then
swing it over and let the owl fly in. Yeah, real easy! He didn’t
say anything about flinching too soon and making the owl flare
away. Or what the other guys would say when you came up
empty!
Going out owling with Ray was always a huge treat. Searching
for Great Gray and Northern Hawk Owls, then watching Ray
catch, process, and band the owls made for some awesome
adventures. Ray and his crew went out as often as possible all
winter.
Once you made it into the circle of regulars, you’d wait for the
call. Often the call would come on a Friday afternoon. “What
are you doing tomorrow? We’re heading north and there’s an
empty seat.” The Cromie bus always left early, usually before
7 a.m. on a cold, dark morning. And you had to be on time.
Ray had a 5-minute rule. If you weren’t there within 5 minutes
of the scheduled time, you would get left behind. Ray was an
early riser; even if you got to his place 10 minutes early, he’d
be sitting in his van waiting.
So, we’d head out on the road all hyped up with anticipation.
Some trips were exploratory in nature and we wouldn’t really
know if there’d be much out there. On others Ray might’ve
gotten some reports of some owl sightings. In the good years
when there’d been an irruption of owls, it’d be more about how
many we’d catch.
One of the first things that impressed me, going owling with
those guys, was their spotting ability. They’d see owls hidden
in impossible places. Or they’d spot them waaaaaay down the
line. And they’d do it driving at least 80 km/h on a rough country road. Ray always cruised along at a pretty good pace.
My friend Jim Morrison and I were in Jim’s truck, following
the crew one day. We’d gone miles and not seen anything
when Ray stopped and told us to go first for a while. Jim completely understood the implications. If we missed an owl we’d
never hear the end of it. So he was driving kind of slow when
Trevor Roper came on the radio. “You know, you can see owls
at 80 kilometres an hour.” Jim immediately sped up!
There was always a competitive edge to spotting owls. Ray
even kept score. It was one thing to be the first to spot an owl
and get a point, but if you made the crew stop to check a clump
of leaves or the enticingly shaped top of a spruce, you got a
minus one. Even a live bird like a raven or a magpie would lose
you a point. That was another impressive thing about the guys’
spotting skills. Besides spotting owls at speed, they’d discriminate between a real owl and a leaf-owl, or a distant magpie, or
any other odd shape that might catch a birder’s attention.

Ray’s talents included his navigational abilities and memory
for locations. He knew most of the back roads around northern
Alberta and could remember exactly where he caught most of
his owls. He could walk into what looked like a random piece
of bush, take a couple of game trails, and walk right up to one
of the over 300 nest boxes he had put up all over the country.
When you talked to the guys and tried to figure out where they
were going or where they were seeing owls you’d often wonder
where in the world they were talking about. Many Owl Corner
sounded like a great place to go, but which corner was it? And
if you went looking for an owl on the Gravel Pit Road and
came up empty, you’d find out you were at the wrong gravel
pit. Even though there are at least three gravel pits up around
Opal, there’s only one Gravel Pit Road!
Going back to the days before each back road was signed with
a number, Ray and the crew gave their own names to some of
the best owling roads. Some of the names were kind of
straightforward. Gravel Pit Road did make sense once you
knew which pit was the right pit. The Windy Road was one of
the few roads that wasn’t straight. But where was Bullet Road?
And what did it mean? That one was a road that one particular
Great Gray frequented. It’d take off like a bullet as soon as you
slowed down.
You knew that Many Owl Corner had to have a story. One day
the guys saw 6 Great Grays at the corner and caught all 6. Year
after year it turned out to be a fairly reliable place to see Great
Grays, and a now-famous spot got its name. One of the best
stories was the one behind Big Plunge Hole Road. John Moore
was standing on the windrow trying to catch an owl. He took
an extra step and ended up going into the deep snow in the
ditch. Headfirst. After recovering from a long bout of laughter,
Ray decided John’s hole looked like a bigger version of the
plunge hole a Great Gray makes when hunting.
Besides naming roads, Ray had a lot of sayings and “rules.” I
mentioned the 5-minute rule earlier. It didn’t just apply to owlers, it applied to owls too. If an owl didn’t come in right away,
Ray would call it a “dork” and move on. He also had a fourcast rule. Sometimes on a slow day, we’d stop in a goodlooking area and cast out Ray’s mouse-shaped lure on the end
of a fishing line. But we were only allowed four casts.
Ray would use his favourite line when someone asked why he
spent so much time chasing owls. He’d say, “I don’t drink, I
don’t smoke, and I don’t chase women. Have to do something!”
“Damn photographers” was probably the line I heard the most.
Ray was super generous with a lot of people, and he gave many
photographers a lot of good photo opportunities. But his patience did have its limits. One day I was out with Ray and another birder. We found a Hawk Owl up by Athabasca. It was a
classic case of miscommunication. Ray was set up with his net
and I had my camera pointed at the owl. I wanted the take-off
shot and was waiting for him to put his mouse down.

On the cover, Ray Cromie holding a Saw-whet Owl, Photo by Gordon Court
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He thought I was shooting and was waiting ’til I was done. All
of a sudden the owl took off. It flew out of sight and we never
saw it again. When we got back in the van, Ray sat there shaking his head and muttering “97.” I had no idea what he meant
and just stayed quiet. Then he repeated “97!” I had to ask, “97
what?” He said, “97 owls the damn photographers have cost
me!” He did say it with a smile. Ray always loved to give out
some gentle ribbing.
Ray loved a good laugh. And his crew usually provided a few.
One of my favourites was the day I was up by Chisholm with
Ray and John. John was trying to catch a Hawk Owl, but the
owl just wouldn’t budge from its perch. I’d seen Ray try to
persuade a stubborn owl by casting his lure (a wooden dowel
covered with fur) just past the person with the net. I thought I’d
be helpful and cast just past John, but I clunked him right on
the side of his head with the lure. John didn’t even have time to
curse at me – the owl came down like a shot and he caught it.
Ray was laughing so hard he could barely process the owl!
We had a lot of great times, owling with Ray. Day trips during
irruption years with 30, 40, or more owls. Special days when
we found a Pygmy Owl. Extra-special days when a Boreal Owl
would pop up. Weekend trips up to High Level. ENC field trips
with over 20 cars and over 50 people. No matter where you
were going, you knew you were going to enjoy it. Especially
when that Hawk Owl comes in perfectly and flies smoothly
into the net. And you get a big smile and a “good on ya” from
Owler 1, Ray Cromie.
We’re gonna miss you, Ray!
Gerald Romanchuk

Ray and fledgling Hawk Owl, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk

Ray captures a Great Gray Owl, Photo by Gordon Court
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Ray casting his mouse lure while a Grey Gray Owl
watches from above, Photo by Gordon Court

Ray and fledgling Great Gray Owl,
Photo by Gerald Romanchuk

Ray leads an ENC Field Trip, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
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President’s Report, Fall 2015
Welcome, new and returning members. Thank
you for supporting the
goals, programs, and initiatives of the club! And a
special note of thanks to
those who attended the
annual general meeting to
acknowledge the thousands of hours of work
done by our volunteer
board members.
Our executive is pleased
to announce that Connor
Our President, Ann Carter
Charchuk has been
added to the ENC board
as a Director at Large. Some of you will know Connor
through birding field trips, his participation in our online discussions, or perhaps his work in the Biological Sciences Bioacoustics Unit at the University of Alberta. We look forward
to Connor’s fresh perspectives.
Welcome also to Kerri Charest, who is joining both the ENC
board and the Nature Alberta board as our ENC representative. Nature Alberta recently celebrated its 45th anniversary.
In 1970, six clubs, including the Edmonton Bird Club and
Edmonton Natural History Club (now combined as our Edmonton Nature Club), formed the Federation of Alberta Naturalists. Now known as Nature Alberta, the group serves a
membership of over 40 clubs across the province and has recently partnered at the executive level with the Land Stewardship Centre.
Congratulations to ENC members David Grinevitch, recipient of Nature Alberta’s inaugural Nature Alberta Youth
Award, and John Acorn, recipient of Nature Alberta’s prestigious Loran L. Goulden Memorial Award for his outstanding contributions to natural history in Alberta.
We appreciate the work of former volunteers Lu Carbyn,
who for many years held the position of ENC’s Nature Alberta representative, and Marc Demers, financial auditor and
assistant at the speaker program information table. Thank you,
Lu and Marc!
We sadly noted the passing of Ray Cromie, gentleman educator extraordinaire. Ray contributed to this club for decades,
sharing his knowledge of owls with individual members, field
trippers, and the families and children’s groups attending the
Snow Goose Chase. Your donations to the club in Ray’s
memory, collected through the website home page or our PO
box, will be directed to a special club project in his honour.
Details on the project will be shared at a later date.

Recent Club Highlights
The Bug Study presentation on spiders was captivating. Who
knew there would be live specimens?! Rosie had lots of admirers, but I’m pretty sure she left the building with Robert
Holmberg. Many folks asked me to pass along their thanks to
Colleen Raymond for organizing the evening.

John Jaworski and Rosie
Photo by Ann Carter

Participants had a great time on the fall migration tour led by
Martin Sharp. The large number of geese and swans was
impressive. It was fun to watch the geese whiffling down onto
Coal Lake. Several folks tried to ID the lovely-looking decoys
at the water’s edge, which was good for a few chuckles. Later
we were in the right place at the right time to see a pair of
Short-eared Owls rise from among the cattails. Their floppy,
moth-like flight carried them high above a pair of Roughlegged Hawks who were moving through the area. The owls,
striking down and “barking,” were perhaps sending a message
that the hawks were not welcome in the neighbourhood. Fascinating!
ENC Endowment for Land Conservation and Stewardship
Update
The endowment has now surpassed our initial goal of 10K.
With your help, we hope to continue to grow the fund. Details
on the endowment fund, how it supports the work of Edmonton and Area Land Trust (EALT.ca), and how you can make a
donation, are available through our website Conservation
page.
Respectfully submitted by Ann Carter,
President, Edmonton Nature Club
Questions or concerns? Members may contact the executive
using the General Inquiries link on the ENC website home
page, bottom right at edmontonnatureclub.org.

The views, comments and opinions expressed in this publication are those of the respective contributors concerned only. They do not necessarily
reflect the views or positions of the editor, the Edmonton Nature Club (ENC), its executive or any other representatives or agents.
The ENC is not responsible for, and disclaims any liability for, the content expressed in The Parkland Naturalist by contributors. The information
set forth in this publication has been obtained or derived from sources believed by the ENC to be reliable. However, the ENC does not make any
representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.
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Executive

Committee Chairs

President – Ann Carter
anncartero@yahoo.ca

Indoor Program Director – Alan Hingston
hingston@telusplanet.net

Past President – Ron Ramsey

Field Trip Coordinator – Janice Hurlburt
janicehurlburt53@gmail.com

Recording Secretary – Diane Barrett
diane.c.barrett@gmail.com
Membership Secretary – John Jaworski
JohnGJaworski@gmail.com

Bird Studies – Karen Lindsay
kdlinds@telus.net
Bug / Spider Studies – Colleen Raymond
costan@shaw.ca

Treasurer – Stan Nordstrom
shnordstrom@hotmail.ca

Plant Studies – Patsy Cotterill / Hubert Taube (liaison)
nutmeg@planet.eon.net / taubeha@shaw.ca

Executive Director – Gerald Romanchuk
geraldjr@telusplanet.net

Refreshments – Gerry Fox
gfoxedm@telusplanet.net

Executive Director – Hendrik Kruger
hendrik296@gmail.com

Parkland Naturalist – Dawne Colwell
colwelld@shaw.ca

Executive Director – James Fox
jamesfoxedm@gmail.com

Conservation Committee – Hubert Taube
taubeha@shaw.ca

Executive Director – Colleen Raymond
costan@shaw.ca

Communications Committee – Gerald Romanchuk
geraldjr@telusplanet.net

Director at Large – Connor Charchuk
ccharchu@ualberta.ca

Email Distribution – James Fox
jamesfoxedm@gmail.com

Membership
Download applications from the
ENC website or contact us at our
mailing address.
Membership Rates for 2015/16:
Household:
Students:

$40.00/year
$20.00/year

Mailing Committee – Jack and Pauline DeHaas
jdehaas@airsurfer.ca
Online Discussion Group – Gerry Fox / Steve Knight
gfoxedm@telusplanet.net / Steve@PerformanceSystems.ca
Website – Ann Carter
anncartero@yahoo.ca
Banquet – Toby-Anne Reimer
obitay@gmail.com
Edmonton Christmas Bird Count – Kim Blomme
greatblue@shaw.ca
Snow Goose Chase – Bob Parsons
vintagebob2@gmail.com

Advertising rates
Business Card $15/1 issue

$40/3 issues

Quarter page

$30/1 issue

$80/3 issues

Half page

$45/1 issue

$125/3 issues

Full page

$80/1 issue

$225/3 issues

Nature Alberta – Kerri Charest
kcharest@live.com
Edmonton Area Land Trust – Rocky (Raquel) Feroe
rferoe@telusplanet.net
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Ray Cromie
A Life of Accomplishments

People are drawn to nature for many reasons. Some give
back more than they take. Ray Cromie is such a person. I
have worked with Ray in The Wildbird General Store for
12 years. There has never been a time when Ray did not
give his full attention to providing excellent service to
our customers. Each individual was special, and Ray explained the intricacies of backyard bird feeding to the
novice or the experienced, with full attention to details.
The store always took an air of purpose, quality, and
complete fulfillment when Ray was working for us.
It started from the moment he entered the store – a cheerful good morning, paying attention to details such as a
crook in the opening sign; emptying wastepaper baskets,
crimping the tops of each bag; straightening out seed
bags on display; filling bins; and vacuuming the floor.
When customers asked questions about birds, Ray never
dismissed them with short answers. He became a teacher,
reaching under the counter, pulling out a bird guide, and
giving them a well rounded, informative answer that went
well beyond answering the original query. As far as his
dedication to the store was concerned, you could always
count on Ray to be
available for whatever
task was called for. He
braved inclement
weather to be on time
at the opening of the
doors in the morning –
never once, in all those
years, was he late.

quence was that his family moved repeatedly – first from
Carstairs (age 1–6), then to Wainwright (age 6–11), and
then to Stony Plain (age 12–17). Ray completed his last
year of schooling in Sherwood Park.
As a young boy Ray spent a lot of time in the field looking for adventures with wildlife. He described himself as
a loner and not much interested in parties and social life.
Girls, he said, “were a great mystery to me!” As so often
happened in the 1950s, Ray’s activities in nature included
searching for birds’ eggs and setting up a collection, an
activity that began when he lived in Wainwright and continued in Stony Plain. At age 12 he had his first violent
encounter with a Great Horned Owl when he climbed a
tree to look at the young in its nest. The owl’s talons left
Ray’s head and shoulder bleeding.

Early on, Ray attended a talk about Great Gray Owls by
Al Oeming, a much publicized biologist and adventurer
of the day. The presentation, titled “Phantom of the
Northwoods,” made a big impression on young Ray. He
set his sights on becoming a biologist. Teaching was not
something Ray wanted to do, as he saw too much of it
from his father’s work. At the age of 20, Ray enrolled as
an undergraduate in
the Forestry Department at the University
of British Columbia.
However, he felt
lonely there and did
not think the UBC
program would prepare him to become a
wildlife biologist.
But of course, the
After 4 months he
store, though an imreturned home and
portant part of his life,
earned a Bachelor of
was not all that Ray
Education degree
provided as a service
from the University
to the community. In
of Alberta. A promiEdmonton and Alnent educator at the
berta, he is known as
time, Cy Hampson,
an owl man, or as disinspired Ray to teach
played on his car liscience and natural
cense plate – Owler1.
Ray Cromie and his wife Shirley at The Wildbird General Store
history to junior high
Citizen science was
school students. His
well served by his exPhoto by Lu Carbyn
first teaching job was
emplary devotion, paat Sherwood Heights
tience, vision, and abilities.
School, where he taught for 7 years (1962–1969) until the
Ray was born in 1939 in northern Alberta (Peace River).
superintendent of schools suggested that he apply for an
His father, who was “handy with his hands,” caught the
administrative position. Ray was at first reluctant, but
eye of a school board member who encouraged him to
then accepted and became the Vice Principal at Westboro
become an industrial arts teacher. For Ray the conseSchool (1970–1980).
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From 1980 to 1993, Ray taught at Woodbridge Farms
School. In 1985 he began banding owls with two of his
former students, tutored by a biologist from the Canadian
Wildlife Service. After two years the biologist said,
“What am I doing here? You can handle this better than I
can.” The government granted him a master bird bander’s
license. So began a very focused and long-term involvement that resulted in the banding of over 3,600 birds
within a 30-year period. A rough breakdown of species
includes about 1,000 Great Gray Owls, in excess of 500
Saw-whet Owls, about 40 Pygmy Owls, and over 900
Hawk Owls. One of the first people to band with Ray was
Trevor Roper, later to be joined by other enthusiasts. A
number of them subsequently also became master
banders, all inspired by Ray.

Ray with two Northern Saw-whet fledglings.
Photo by Marc Demers

Ray Cromie gave hundreds of presentations at service
clubs, community centres, natural history clubs,
churches, and a variety of other venues in order to inform
and excite people about this remarkable group of birds.
He took great pleasure in taking people out in forest and
field to band owls, especially Saw-whet Owls, which provided photographic opportunities for a lot of people.
Many a youngster will never forget the experience made
possible by a man with tremendous talent and great dedication.
Much of Ray Cromie’s owl research was used for conservation purposes, and he worked closely with Gordon
Court, a biologist with Alberta Fish and Wildlife. The
scientific community also benefited. Ray’s data collection contributed to the research done by one doctoral
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student and four master’s degree students at the University of Alberta.
Ray had several thousand nest boxes built for owls, and
these were placed in many locations within a 100 km radius of the City of Edmonton. Nest locations of all raptor
species encountered were mapped and their status documented. This information provided a data base of more
than 1,000 locations that were entered on maps in the
provincial system and referred to by the government in
making land-use decisions. Ray had an uncanny sense of
direction and was able to revisit sites easily without the
help of a GPS. Years afterwards he could recall the exact
locations of nests based on landmarks that were fixed in
his mind.

Back row from left to right: Christine Mytrunec, Corey Winkelmann,
Richard Chamberland, Ray Cromie, and Christa Chamberland. Front
row from left to right (kids): Georgia Winkelmann, Jack Winkelmann,
Leeza Chamberland, and Cole Chamberland.
This photo was taken at St. Paul at the beginning of July 2015. Ray
banded the two young (43–47 days old) Bald Eagles.

Photo by Annette Chamberland

Ray has inspired and trained younger people to carry out
his work, this remarkable achievement giving tremendous
credibility to the notion of “the power of the individual.”
Just as Ray Cromie excelled in daily routines of the store,
he applied the same dedication to his service as a teacher,
a school administrator, and a field worker whose contributions to citizen science will be hard to equal.
“Good on ya, Ray” – you will always be remembered.
Lu Carbyn
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Almost an Aquatic Bug Study!
I became intrigued with aquatic insects in the spring of
2015. When a related and eagerly anticipated ENC field trip
did not materialize, disappointment inspired me to explore
the world of water bugs on my own. With no experience,
very little time, and a small amount of planning, I plunged
into my own mini aquatic bug study. Even though the project barely passed the starting gate before it ended, the experience taught me about the importance of proper planning,
correct sampling techniques, and, most significantly, how
much fun it can be to find and watch aquatic insects!
The data collection process was off to a great start when I
met four of my family members – a.k.a. volunteer field assistants – on a gorgeous Saturday morning in late June at
Edmonton’s Roper Pond Constructed Wetland. I recorded
location, ambient temperature, time, date, and weather condition. Our sample was drawn from the contents of three
separate scoops of pond water using ENC’s large aquatic
net. Each scoop was made from (1) a separate undisturbed
area of the pond within 100 yards of the next, (2) a starting
point 1 metre from shore, and (3) a water level no greater
than 1 metre deep.

Larch Sanctuary

arranged assistant and backup were both unavailable that
day. The weather was even better than on the previous day,
and the location superb! Unfortunately, I failed to anticipate
the shallowness of water levels within a 1 metre span of
where I stood to collect samples and was unable to fully
submerge the net at an adequate depth. I was therefore unable to obtain a comparable specimen, partly to avoid collecting excess sediment from the pond bottom that had interfered with sample visibility at Roper Pond. I quickly decided to exclude Larch from this study, but captured a few
new critters we didn’t find the day before, snapped pictures,
and enjoyed the experience anyway.
After leaving Larch a short time later, I headed out of town
to the third planned location. I was surprised to find that the

Water Boatman

After each 1-metre-long swoop with the net, I carefully
transferred its contents into a medium-sized white basin,
partly filled with clear water. After all 3 scoops were transferred into the basin, my assistants sorted through the excess
sediment that was accidentally introduced during collection,
making visibility of the bugs difficult. Mike Jenkins had
cautioned me that it is important to avoid sediment, but
technical skill comes with practice, I say. My assistants gently transported the insects they found into the cups of two
white plastic ice-cube trays, also partly filled with clear
water. We observed and recorded initial identifications
gleaned from printed drawings we had on site. I watched the
tiny bugs as they swam around the cups and snapped photos
that would help confirm identities after their release back
into the pond. The activity made for an enjoyable, educational morning and I was grateful for help from my invaluable crew!
I worked alone the following day at the second site planned
for the study: Larch Sanctuary in south Edmonton. My pre-

Backswimmer

water there – and subsequently at other sites I hoped to include – had receded significantly or become too sludgy
around the edges to offer good sampling opportunities. I had
chosen most locations a few weeks before starting, which
might also have been the best time to collect samples. Because there was another component to the study I was not
fully prepared for, I decided to hold the project for another
year when I might start earlier to avoid similar evaporation
effects.

September–December, 2015
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In conclusion, exploring the world of aquatic insects turned
Recommended Resources
out to be a pleasant but somewhat challenging experience. I
http://www.maine.gov/dep/water/monitoring/biomonitoring/
discovered many interesting insects, including Water Boatmaterials/sop_wetland_invertebrates.pdf
men, Backswimmers, Mayfly nymphs, Dragonfly and Damhttp://sunsite.ualberta.ca/Projects/Aquatic_Invertebrates/?
selfly nymphs, Predacious Diving Beetles, Water Striders,
Page=39
and a number of other critters yet to be identified. We even
managed to scoop a tiny fish into the net at Roper Pond!
Although the study did not run its course, I learned important lessons. For example, when I can avoid including excess pond sediment in the sample, the water will be clearer
and the insects more visible. Seasonal timing also may be
critical, not only for adequate development of the insects –
which had been my initial priority – but also for accessibility and clarity of water at the chosen sites. Next time I’ll
start preparations earlier and collect samples when I can see
the time is right. Or maybe the study structure
will change altogether: simple random sampling, Water Strider (nymph)
for example, from anywhere, to discover what
interesting insects are present. Some of the science might then be lost, but I’m pretty sure all
the fun will prevail!
Colleen Raymond

Photos by Colleen Raymond

Photo above by Jenelle Smith

Nature Alberta Awards
Nature Alberta’s 45th Anniversary Banquet was held November 7, 2015. It was a great time, with an interesting and thoughtprovoking presentation by John Acorn and lots of good food and conversation with folks from all across the province.
NA gave out its annual awards. I’d like to congratulate the 2015 Young Naturalist of the Year, our own David Grinevitch. Many
of you know David as the very keen and skilled young birder on our field trips. Good work, David! (Janice Hurlburt’s letter
nominating David for the award appears below.)
Congratulations also go to John Acorn, who received NA’s prestigious Loren L. Goulden Award. Well deserved, John!
Gerald Romanchuk
This year, Nature Alberta established a Youth Award to recognize the efforts
of young individuals who are active participants in and members of their local
nature club. Our own David Grinevitch is the first recipient of this award.
“David is a keen birder who, at a young age, knows his bird IDs very well. He
attends as many of the Edmonton Nature Club field trips as his highly supportive parents are able to attend. A focused young man, David is either watching
to be the first to spot a bird or concentrating on catching a grasshopper. He has
been very excited to see many life birds and learns intently from the expert
birders leading the trips. He often goes into what others in the club have affectionately called the “David squat” – crouching down, binoculars in hand, so he
can better settle into the world he observes through his binoculars. When looking through those lenses he is completely immersed in what he is seeing, and if
he continues to follow his passion for birds he will soon become an expert in
his own right.”
Janice Hurlburt

David Grinevitch

DC
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Parkland Plant Notes – Plant Profile: Poison Ivy
Toxicodendron radicans (formerly Rhus radicans); family
Anacardiaceae (Sumac family)
“Leaflets three, let it be.”
On an ENC field trip to Battery Creek Ravine in Devon on
June 6, 2015, we were surprised to discover patches of poison ivy growing along a narrow trail near the top of the
wooded ravine slope. It was a surprise because poison ivy
is not extremely common in Alberta, though to my knowledge it occurs in the river valley adjacent to the Capilano
Freeway and in an unnamed ravine in the southwest. There
was a small and transient population in Patricia Ravine a
few years ago. Distribution in the centre-north of the Province seems to be confined to the North Saskatchewan
River, perhaps suggesting that the species is beyond its
continuous natural range here but has been transported by
water, or by human agency.

Poison ivy at Battery Creek Ravine on September 7, 2015

Poison ivy’s compound leaves with three large, ovate, entire or shallowly toothed leaflets give it its signature appearance and make it easily recognizable. It spreads by
means of creeping underground stems to form often dense
patches, which in open areas of well-drained and/or sandy
soils can be very extensive. It occurs in woods, ravines, and
coulees, and along shores.
Our variety is var. rydbergii, western poison ivy, which
occurs across Canada (except for Northwest Territories,
Nunavut, and Newfoundland & Labrador) and much of the
United States, excluding the southeast and California. The
typical variety, var. radicans, eastern poison ivy, occurs in
Ontario and Quebec and the Maritimes (except Newfoundland & Labrador), and south through the eastern U.S. Its
leaves are more pointed than those of western poison ivy
and are lobed, with a terminal and two lateral lobes. In the

forests of southeast North America where leaf litter is
dense, it can take the form of a climber, scrambling up
the trunks of trees.
The flowers are small, greenish-white or yellowish and
may have either male or female parts (stamens or pistils), which are thus unisexual, or both (hermaphrodite).
Both types of flowers may occur on one plant, or a plant
may have unisexual flowers of one gender only. The
fruits are whitish, round, and berry-like, but containing a
single seed.
On September 7 Hubert Taube and I returned to Battery
Creek to relocate the poison ivy patch and see how it
was faring. Our impression was that it had spread and
was thriving. We estimated that the population extended
for some 30 metres along the trail, with dense patches
extending both upslope and downslope. The leaves were
turning an attractive
orangey-red with the
onset of fall, and a little
poking about (with a
stick) quickly revealed
clusters of white fruits.
The poisonous principle which gives the
species its fearsome
reputation is a compound called urushiol,
contained in the plant’s
sap. It causes allergic
dermatitis in humans
although, according to
Wikipedia, up to 30%
Fruits of Poison Ivy
of people have no allergic reaction. I think I
am among them, although admittedly I’ve only had sporadic contact with the plant and apparently allergy can
develop with repeated exposure. (Hubert reports that he
once camped – in the dark – in a bed of poison ivy in
Manitoba and came away with no ill effects!) A folk
remedy involves bathing the blisters with a mash of jewelweed (Impatiens species), which grows in wet areas of
woods or in shady wetlands.
Poison ivy should not be burned, for example, in an attempt to get rid of it, because urushiol can be present in
the smoke: inhaling it can damage the lungs. Interestingly, again according to Wikipedia sources, poison ivy
appears to thrive at higher concentrations of CO2. Its
estimated spread since European settlement, however, is
attributed to the opening up of wooded areas for development, creating the “edge” conditions that favour this
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relatively shade-intolerant species. Certainly I have witnessed this for myself in cottage country around Lakes
Manitoba and Winnipeg.
Given that poison ivy leaves are eaten by animals and its
fruits by birds and animals, I suggest that no attempt
should be made to remove it from our local ravines. It
will be fun to keep an eye on it in Battery Creek Ravine.
Care should also be taken to distinguish it from an innocuous common understory plant, also patch-forming,
wild sarsaparilla (Aralia nudicaulis). This plant has much
larger leaves, also divided into three, but with each division divided once again into three to five leaflets. The
flowers are also small and white but in flat, umbel-like
clusters, and the green fruits on female plants become
purplish-black when mature.
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Wanderers in the dry lands of southern Alberta may be
familiar with another member of the poison ivy or
cashew family, fragrant sumac, Rhus aromatica
(formerly Rhus trilobata). In Canada it occurs in Alberta,
Saskatchewan, Ontario, and Quebec. It has three-parted
leaves and small white flowers similar to those of poison
ivy, but it is a small to medium-sized shrub and its ripe
fruits are red. It has none of the poisonous properties of
its relative, and in some areas of the U.S. it is often cultivated as an ornamental shrub, attractive to birds and butterflies.

Fragrant sumac. This picture was taken in Wyoming, September 20,
2013.

Western poison oak (Toxicodendron diversilobum),
which also contains urushiol, occurs in British Columbia
but not in Alberta.
Patsy Cotterill
Compound leaf of wild sarsaparilla (Aralia nudicaulis) in Battery
Creek Ravine, September 7, 2015

Photos by Patsy Cotterill

Fred Martin
Long-time ENC member Fred Martin of St. Albert passed away January 7, 2015. Fred was a valued member and volunteer and recent recipient of the ENC’s Chickadee Award for “unsung heroes.” For many years he has assisted Bob Parsons in soliciting donations and gifts in kind from area businesses to feed the kids on the Inner City Outing during the Snow Goose Chase.
Fred was a kind and generous man with a great array of stories and knowledge, both of people and the natural world, from his travels
and encounters. We will miss his friendly, appreciative, and knowledgeable contributions at club meetings.
Alan Hingston

Editorial
In January 2011, at the Opal Christmas Bird Count, I held a Great Gray Owl for the first time. It was absolutely a fantastic experience
which I will never forget, and it was thanks to Gerald who caught the owl and Ray who banded the owl and asked me if I wanted to
hold it. Ray reached out to many people with his love of nature. Thanks, Ray, for the wonderful memory!
The deadline for submissions to the next issue of The Parkland Naturalist is March 31, 2016.
Dawne Colwell, PN Editor
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Conservation Corner
Do our river valley and ravines deserve their reputation as wild?

tention. We have no idea what it will look like in 50 or
100 years, because no scientific study has been done to
enable predictions. Nor to my knowledge has the river
valley’s function as an ecological corridor ever been
tested, despite the fact that it plays the central connectivity role in the City’s Natural Areas Systems policy.

Our North Saskatchewan River valley is frequently
touted as Edmonton’s greatest natural asset, and referred
to in glowing terms such as “pristine” and “wild.” Certainly there are places
in the river valley –
Ecological values
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through with the evirecreational access to
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human habitation and
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consider its network
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of trails, large and
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with Geoffrey
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sheer escarpments, similarly unmanaged, receive no at-
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walks also highlighted the abysmal condition of the interpretive signs along that trail system. Hubert Taube, Dave
Ealey, Brian Stephens, and I have since worked with the
City to rehabilitate them (hopefully achieved by next
year). The fact that the City does not capitalize on its
manifold opportunities to provide interpretation and nature education along trails seems to me yet another sign
of the ecological neglect of the river valley.
An increasing concern of mine are the projects the City
undertakes under the Roots for Trees Program. These are
based on the City’s long-standing naturalization policy,
whereby plantings, for example along roadsides, include
native species to promote a more natural landscaping that
theoretically requires less maintenance. Staff in this program, who to my knowledge have no formal training in
ecology or forestry, have now extended this to planting in
the river valley, where the sites they choose seem to be at
random and (as far as I know) uninformed by any scientifically based restoration plan. (A City-wide restoration
plan for natural sites is only outlined in policy and has
not yet been funded or implemented.) I am absolutely
opposed to any planting within the river valley and ravines – or indeed any stands of natural vegetation – of
plants that are not native and have not come from local
wild sources (which would exclude cultivars of native
species). I maintain that before the City can contemplate
a restoration plan it needs to establish a nursery for native
plants that have been wild-collected and grown locally, or
at least to commission local nurseries to produce such
stock and certify its local provenance. Of course, it is unrealistic to think the river valley is ever going to shed its
human footprint and acquire “pristine” status; it is going
to remain a “novel” ecosystem, as ecologists now call
these hybrids of native and human-introduced non-native
species. However, I see no reason to promote this trend.
A major objective would be to ensure that native plant
populations remain robust and plant communities are
managed with a view to providing the best possible habitat for a diversity of wildlife.
ENC has a history of involvement in nature issues.
The Edmonton Nature Club (including the former Edmonton Natural History Club) has a long history of providing advice to the City on nature-related issues. Since
the 1990s its members have:


Installed interpretive signs along Whitemud Trails



Spoken to City Council about protection of the City’s
Natural Areas and influenced the development of its
Natural Areas acquisition policy



Provided natural history information on some of
these Areas



Participated on a City committee to determine plans
for Fox Farm lands and the Equine Centre
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Intervened in development plans for Buena Vista
Park



Successfully opposed extension of 122 Street as a
major connector to the Anthony Henday, which
would have crossed prime river valley lands



Promoted nature-friendly development of Twin
Brooks parkland



Successfully opposed the location of the trail connecting the Fort Edmonton and Terwillegar Park
footbridges in mature riparian forest in Oleskiw and
achieved a better alternative



Taken part in the City’s Partners-in-Parks programs



Worked with the City to renew interpretive signage
along Whitemud Creek trails

More stewardship is needed.
Many of these projects are ongoing. However, as the
number of people using the river valley steadily increases, and the City ramps up its access for recreation
(noise from a projected rise in the number of motor boats
from new landing stages became a controversial issue
this past fall), so does the need for vigilance, study, and
citizen stewardship. ENC members could put their intimate knowledge of the natural history of the river valley
and other natural areas to good public use. Since the river
valley is a big place, far too large for one person to oversee, and because most projects are time-consuming, a
number of people would need to come forward as stewards of their segment of the valley, their “neck of the
woods,” as it were. They could do this under the Partners
-in-Parks program or some other form of City-recognized
stewardship that would give them authority and influence. It would be especially good if the volunteers included a younger crowd, given that stewardship activities
can last for decades and can have a huge impact on the
future. (At the City’s public hearing on the budget recently, several young people came forward with inspired
initiatives for the public good.)
Local communities often take on local environmental
initiatives. For example, the Mill Creek communities are
supporting a complex engineering project to daylight Mill
Creek, allowing it to flow unculverted into the river.
Let’s build a community of naturalists inspired to take on
both local stewardship initiatives and less localized, more
diffuse ones! The ENC does excellent outreach work
with its Snow Goose Festival. How can it have greater
impact in moving the citizens of Edmonton towards a
culture of ecological literacy?
Patsy Cotterill
Photos by Patsy Cotterill
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Avian Botulism Kills Shorebirds and Raptors at Cooking Lake
In the late summer of 2004 and again in 2005, while
walking my weekly birding route along the east shore of
Cooking Lake, I came across a dozen or so flightless
shorebirds, weakly flapping their wings or lying as if
dead on the ATV trail that runs along the shore. Familiar
with past outbreaks of avian botulism at Beaverhills
Lake, I assumed that these birds had succumbed to the
disease, which is endemic in shallow waters and spreads
during spells of hot weather. (For details about avian
botulism, see the accompanying text by Ron McElhaney.)

Cooking Lake has become a popular wetland destination
for Edmonton birders. During the spring of 2014 the water was right up to the shoreline vegetation, but the level
began dropping during summer, resulting in a belt of
mudflats along a shallow section of the southeast shore.
By east winds, the water retreated half a kilometre or so.
During late July and August of 2014, the mud attracted a
few hundred sandpipers and a thousand or more avocets.
In the dry summer of 2015, the mudflats grew even wider
and extended for several kilometres along the east shore.
In August of that year I came across two flightless
dowitchers and two Lesser Yellowlegs, as well as several
Semipalmated and Baird's Sandpipers.

Victims of the neurotoxin lose control of their muscles
and are unable to stand or hold up their heads. Secondary
poisoning affects scavengers and raptors that feed on sick
In both years, from July to October, I spent a lot of hours
waterbirds. In 2014, I found one dying and two dead harwatching the foraging flocks of shorebirds, hoping to see
riers, and in the fall of 2015, I picked up the dried rethem react to attacking falcons. In addition to several
mains of a Peregrine Falcon that had died the previous
spectacular pursuits high in the sky, I saw a Merlin and a
year. This bird carried numbered bands on both legs and
peregrine turn back to pick up small shorebirds that had
was identified by Gordon Court as having fledged from a
failed to flee at the low
nest box on an indusapproach of a hunting
trial plant at Redwater.
falcon. Probably, these
Gord also knew of an
birds were crippled by
immature peregrine
reported to him in Aubotulism.
gust of 2015 by Kim
Birds of prey, espeBlomme of the Edcially the young and
monton Wildlife Reinexperienced, tend to
habilitation Society.
catch what comes easiThis unbanded young
est, including flightless
falcon had been found
birds. Even the pereon the east shore of
grine may stoop that
Cooking Lake by Ron
low (hahaha). CheckMcElhaney and his
ing Google, I found an
wife Neyma, who took
account of two perethe cripple to the
grines that had been
Wildlife Society.
found crippled by
There, it was given
botulism in Idaho.
water and clean food,
Avocets at Cooking Lake, Photo by Don Delaney
Both
birds recovered
and it soon perked up.
through
the
efforts
of
the
local
wildlife
rehabilitation soAfter its recovery, the peregrine ended up with an Alberta
ciety
and
were
successfully
released
on
October 26,
falconer, to be flown for the season and released the next
2013.
spring.
Evidently, some birds that are affected by avian botulism
can recover. I remember, long ago, finding a flightless
Short-eared Owl at Beaverhills Lake and taking it home.
After feeding it several laboratory mice, I tethered the
bird to an axe and left it overnight on some newspapers
spread on the kitchen floor. Next morning, the owl had
white-washed the place and appeared to be fit and feisty
enough for release back at the lake.
After the demise of Beaverhills Lake a decade or so ago,

Dick Dekker, PhD
For more on birding at Cooking Lake, see the following
articles in The Parkland Naturalist, written by Dick Dekker:
2010. Winter issue. Birding highlights at Cooking Lake,
2009–2010.
2012. Spring issue. Watching peregrines at Cooking Lake.
2013. Spring issue. Four years of bird surveys along the
changing shores of Cooking Lake, 2009–2012.
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Avian Botulism: A Brief Overview
Avian botulism is a potentially fatal paralytic disease of
birds caused by their ingestion of a water-soluble protein
toxin produced and secreted by the bacterium Clostridium
botulinum. At least seven different types of toxin have been
identified, with type C affecting primarily waterfowl and
shorebirds and type E affecting primarily fish-eating birds.
Other types of toxin affect animals and people. The botulism toxin is the most potent natural toxin known to science.
It works primarily by interfering with the release of acetylcholine, the major synaptic neurotransmitter of the neuromuscular junction, which in turn causes the muscles controlled by the voluntary nervous system to be unresponsive
to neural signals emanating from the brain.
Avian botulism results in an inability to sustain flight early
in the disease, but molting waterfowl also lose this ability.
Later on the legs become paralyzed and birds often propel
themselves across the water or mudflats with their wings.
This sequence of symptoms differs from that of birds suffering from lead poisoning, which, at least initially, can walk
and run although not fly well. However, the later stages of
avian botulism can most easily be recognized by a paralysis
of the inner eyelid (nictitating membrane) and of the neck
muscles. Birds exhibiting this latter symptom often die from
drowning before they otherwise ultimately succumb to the
respiratory failure caused by the botulism toxin.
Clostridium botulinum is a Gram positive, rod-shaped, spore
-producing, oxygen-intolerant (anaerobic) bacterium which
is widely distributed in soil and water and can also be isolated from plants and from the intestinal tracts of animals.
The spores are resistant to heating and dehydration and can
remain viable for years. They are particularly widely distributed in wetland sediments and can be isolated from many
wetland species, including phytoplankton and many invertebrates such as insects, mollusks, and crustacea, as well as
vertebrates, including fish and healthy birds.
In order for significant botulism toxin to be produced, this
bacterium must be actively growing, be present in high
numbers, and be infected with a particular type of bacterial
virus (bacteriophage). This is because although C.
botulinum can effectively synthesize the botulism toxin, it
does not contain the gene for the toxin protein itself, which
is actually encoded in the viral genome. Strong bacterial
growth in turn requires high temperatures (25–40 oC), low
oxygen levels, and a good source of protein, since C.
botulinum lacks the ability to biosynthesize several essential
amino acids.
Environmental conditions that elevate wetland sediment
temperatures and decrease dissolved oxygen levels, including decaying organic matter and shallow waters, thus increase spore germination and bacterial growth, which is why
outbreaks of avian botulism usually peak in August and
September. However, other environmental conditions, such
as pH (acidity or basicity), salinity (salt concentration), and

the oxidation-reduction potential of the sediments and water
column, also appear to play a role in avian botulism outbreaks.
Although the production of botulism toxin is a requirement
for avian botulism to occur, the toxin itself must also be
available to the birds for this disease to develop and propagate. In this regard, it appears that botulism toxin can be
ingested directly from disturbed sediments and decaying
vegetation, and by consuming zooplankton and various invertebrates that have in turn consumed the toxin. Many invertebrate species are not only resistant to the effects of the
botulism toxin, but because many feed on decaying organic
matter, they may actually concentrate it in their tissues.
Particularly important in this regard, especially for sustaining major outbreaks of avian botulism, is the so-called carcass-maggot cycle. Although most waterfowl and shorebirds
will not directly consume fish and birds killed by botulism
toxin, they will readily eat fly larvae (maggots) associated
with them. In fact, consuming as few as 3 or 4 badly contaminated maggots has been shown to be sufficient to produce at least a mild case of this disease in ducks. This is
why the prompt removal and proper disposal of fish and
bird carcasses, by burial or incineration, is the most effective way to manage outbreaks of avian botulism, especially
since the management of environmental factors, with the
possible exception of water levels in some impoundments, is
difficult and expensive. Moreover, as Dick Dekker has
shown in his article, the removal and disposal of sick and
dying shorebirds may not only help protect waterfowl and
other shorebirds from an ongoing outbreak of avian botulism, it may also the protect the raptors which may otherwise preferentially feed upon them.
Readers wishing further information are referred to an excellent review article that is available as a free PDF on the
internet. Google “Avian Botulism”; the second listing will
be Chapter 28 with the same name, from the USGS National
Wildlife Health Center.
Ronald McElhaney
Editor’s note: Dr. McElhaney has a PhD in Biochemistry
and a two-year Postdoctoral Fellowship in The Netherlands
in Biophysics.

Avocets at Cooking Lake, Photo by Don Delaney
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Stewards of Alberta’s Protected Areas
The Alberta Protected Areas system consists of a total of 476
areas classified as follows:
3 Wilderness Areas
15 Ecological Reserves
32 Wildland Provincial Parks
1 Willmore Wilderness Park

76 Provincial Parks
208 Provincial Recreation Areas
2 Heritage Rangelands
139 Natural Areas

They are listed in the Land Reference Manual, http://
www.albertaparks.ca/albertaparksca/library/land-referencemanual.aspx.
The purposes and functions of these areas are described in
http://aep.alberta.ca/forms-maps-services/directives/
documents/ConservationProtectedAreas-Oct1997.pdf.
Administration is governed by the Wilderness Areas, Ecological Reserves, Natural Areas and Heritage Rangelands
(WAERNAHR) Act. The Act allows the government to
“designate any area of public land as a natural area to maintain
that land or those features in a natural state for use by the public for conservation, nature appreciation, low intensity outdoor
recreation or education, or for any combination of those purposes.” Similar descriptions apply to Protected Areas other
than Natural Areas. For several years there has been a great
deal of debate on what constitutes “low intensity outdoor recreation.” In particular, is motorised recreation a permitted activity, and how are these stipulations enforced?
The Province has appointed volunteer stewards to some Protected Areas since about 1990. Under this program, steward-

ship can take a wide variety of forms. In areas such as NW
Bruderheim, for example, stewardship is minimal; it involves
walking the area twice a year and writing inspection reports. In
areas such as the Wagner Natural Area, stewardship is extensive; it includes taking out a recreational lease, building fences
and trails, setting up interpretive signage, and initiating reclamation and restoration projects. Stewardship activities in other
areas fall between these two extremes. The volunteering program is described in http://www.albertaparks.ca/albertaparksca/
about-us/get-involved/volunteering/stewards.aspx.
The Stewards of Alberta's Protected Areas Association
(SAPAA) was founded in 1999 in response to the government's
decreased support for the stewardship program. Its main purpose is to establish a network of provincial stewards who assist
each other in conservation efforts and interact with government
officials to promote the goals of the Protected Areas Act. To
support this effort, two field trips were organized in 2015, one
of which is described in the accompanying article.
SAPAA maintains a website (sapaastewards.com) which describes the objectives and activities of the Association. Under
the heading “Protected Areas Information,” you can find a list
of all areas, as well as submissions from volunteers describing
natural features, access maps, site activities, and photographs.
This information might prove useful when planning ENC field
trips in the future.
Hubert Taube

SAPAA Field Trip to Battle Lake and Mount Butte
On August 22, 2015, the Stewards of Alberta's Protected Areas
Association (SAPAA) organized a field trip to the shores of Battle Lake and the slopes of Mount Butte, located southwest of Pigeon Lake. The trip was hosted by Dave Doze of the Battle Lake
Natural Area Preservation Society (BLNAPS), who led the hike
and clarified the somewhat complex geography for us. For geographical details, see the SAPAA website (sapaastewards.com).
Battle Lake with Mount Butte in the distance.

A diverse group of 19 people (members of SAPAA, Edmonton
Nature Club, and Edmonton Native Plant Group and interested
individuals) met at Battle Lake Park, a municipal campground
operated by the County of Wetaskiwin. We then explored the
short interpretive trail (about 0.5 km) that runs along the shore
of Battle Lake. Even though much of this area is disturbed, we
encountered a great variety of plant and bird life.
Our lunch at the Park picnic facility included an offering of
banana bread provided by Patsy Cotterill (which vanished
within seconds) and an opportunity for group photos. After
lunch the group moved on to the access point for the hike to
Mount Butte, about 10 km northwest of the campground. Here
Dave Doze of the BLNAPS provided insight into the human
history (land acquisition, designation as natural area, and preservation efforts) as well as the geology and ecology of the site.
Particularly noteworthy is the fact that three ecozones
(parkland, boreal forest, and foothills) meet here and contribute
to the richness of the landscape and biota. BLNAPS expends
considerable effort to protect its natural integrity, battling, in
particular, against intrusion by ATVs, an all-too-common problem throughout Alberta’s Natural Areas.
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The physical Mount Butte lies between the north end of
Battle Lake and a smaller lake to the North called Moyer’s
Lake. The mountain is really a remnant of tablelands that
has remained above the Battle River valley carved out in
previous ice age(s). The elevation of Battle Lake is 838 m,
while that of Mount Butte is 945 m, a difference of 107 m.
The terrain up Mount Butte is quite steep and heavily
wooded. The 11 participants who made it to the top were
rewarded with magnificent views of the Upper Battle
River meandering to the northwest and Battle Lake to the
southeast. On the way up, we chose the trail facing towards Battle Lake and on the way down the trail facing
towards Moyer’s Lake. In between, a subset of the group
got somewhat lost on a very steep decline towards
Moyer’s Lake to the north. Careful attention to orientation
is essential for anybody contemplating a repeat of this excursion!
At about 4 p.m., the main group reached the foot of Mount
Butte. A smaller group then went up the road to the northwest of
Moyer’s Lake to view extensive damage to the trails system due
to uncontrolled ATV usage.

Upper Battle River Valley

Highlights of Bird Observations
The trip started auspiciously when a group of about 5 partridges
crossed the road on 99 Street in Edmonton, just in front of the
carpooling convoy, one block south of the Wildbird General
Store where the group had met. A total of 39 species were observed after that.
Highlights of Plant Observations
These included the red fruits of several plant species glowing
amidst the green, at the lake and on the slope; bunchberry, rose,
fairybells, twisted stalk, baneberry, and western false Solomon's
seal; a small patch of balsam fir at lower elevations, quite a rare
occurrence in this part of Alberta; several patches of stiff clubmoss, Lycopodium annotinum; spotted coral root by the side of
the trail; and an extensive patch of bee balm/wild bergamot
(Monarda fistulosa) at the mountain top.

Twisted stalk on shore of Battle Lake

For details on geography and on both plant and bird observations,
go to the sapaastewards.com website and navigate your way to:
Protected Areas Information >Natural Areas>Mount Butte
Natural Area PNT
Dave Doze and other members of the BLNAPS are to be commended for their efforts to manage access and use of this area and
deserve the thanks and support
of the naturalist community –
and really, of all Albertans –
for their efforts to preserve this
treasure of ecological richness
for future generations.
Hubert Taube

Mixed group of naturalists
Spotted Coralroot seed heads in
the woods of Mount Butte

Photos by Hubert Taube
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Edmonton Nature Club Fall Indoor Meetings
Conserving Alberta’s Biodiversity Under a Changing
Climate
Rick Schneider, the first speaker of the 2015/2016 indoor meeting series (October 16), summarized recent climate predictions
for Alberta before describing the changes in our ecosystems that
might arise from global warming. The six natural sub-regions of
Alberta shown in the map below are well-known to naturalists:
Rocky Mountains, Foothills, Grassland, Parkland, Boreal Forest,
and Canadian Shield. The combined influence of climate, topography, and geology determines the distribution of these regions
within the province. As is also well-known to ENC members,
these regions and their sub-regions are key to determining the
distribution and abundance of Alberta’s flora and fauna. Want to
see a Pronghorn? They are mostly restricted to the grassland region of the prairies. Gray Jays, on the other hand, are widely distributed in the foothills and boreal forest region. To see a Whitetailed Ptarmigan, you need to visit the alpine or subalpine of the
Rocky Mountain region.
Ricks’ first cautionary note was that two degrees of warming in
Alberta is going to happen. All the models predict two degrees of
warming as a result of the increase in carbon dioxide already in
the atmosphere by the year 2100. That temperature difference, as
an annual average, is the difference between Lethbridge and Edmonton or between Edmonton and Fort McMurray. This will
shift Alberta’s ecosystems northwards so, for example, the current parkland region around Edmonton would come to resemble
the grassland area around Calgary. The warmer temperatures will
bring about big differences in precipitation and determine
whether there is an annual surplus (which forest requires) or a
deficit (characteristic of grasslands). Six degrees of warming, the
hot model, could lead to the complete loss of Alberta’s boreal
forest, which presently covers over half of the province’s land
area.

How best to preserve the flora and fauna? Will flora and fauna
just get pushed north; everybody moves but there’s still an ecosystem for all? Change is not the same as loss. Will species have
to look after themselves, or can some be given a helping hand in
relocating? If the rate of change is faster than species can keep
up with, do we pick them up and move them? Some fauna, for
example, the White-tailed Ptarmigan, will be lost from the province. This subalpine or alpine species will have no suitable habitat within the Alberta borders. The current strategy of management tries to preserve landscapes as they are today, but this will
become impossible as ecosystems shift in response to climate
change. While it may be sensible to continue to protect ecosystems from human land use changes, resources would be wasted
in attempting to mitigate the effects of climate change, which
are inevitable and likely irreversible in the near future.
Rick noted that adaptation to climate change will present unique
challenges. For some, it is too far away to worry about; others
might conclude that nothing can be done. However, he argued
that preparatory steps can be taken that will help with changes
that are inevitably coming. Maintaining the full range of natural
regions and habitat would be the best way to conserve biodiversity, even in a changing climate.
Alan Hingston
To view the complete report, visit the BMCCA website
at www.biod iversityandclimate.abmi.ca.

Pronghorn Antelope
Photo by Gerald Romanchuk

“The parkland region will
transition to resemble the
grassland landscape.”

The “Cool” Model predicts an increase of 2.5 °C in mean annual temperature in the province, while the “Hot” Model predicts an increase of 6.5 °C
and significantly drier conditions. Source: www.blog.abmi.ca/2013/08/26/albertas-ecosystem-under-a-changing-climate-abmi-releases-new-report/
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Impaired Wetlands in a Damaged Landscape
Kevin Timoney was our second speaker of the indoor meeting
series (November 20). Kevin is a botanist, ecologist, and researcher who is passionate about conservation. ENC members
will recall his presentation about the Peace-Athabasca Delta in
January 2014 (reported in the January–April Parkland Naturalist).
This time Kevin turned our attention to the wetlands that are
being lost as a result of bitumen exploitation in northeastern
Alberta, principally in the Fort McMurray region. It is predicted 480,000 ha of natural ecosystems will be lost, of which
186,000 ha will be wetlands, 90% of them peatlands. The remaining post-disturbance wetlands will be ecologically impaired, and the explanation of that premise was the subject of
much of his presentation.
Kevin challenged the statement that land, including wetlands,
can ever be returned to its pre-disturbance state. Reclamation,
as defined by Alberta Government Guidelines, requires “the
return of land and environmental values to a mining site after
resources have been extracted.” The goal of reclamation is a
return to “equivalent land capability,” not any well-defined
ecosystem target. The process commonly includes reshaping
the land to a natural appearance, replacing topsoil, and planting
native trees, grasses, and ground cover. Kevin argued that a
wetland site that has been mined and filled with overburden,
then planted to native grasses, can hardly be compared to the
tamarack fen that formerly occupied the site. He was particularly critical of companies, politicians, and governments that
maintain that reclamation in the oilsands will still be achieved
and “is only matter of time.”
Much of the early part of Kevin’s presentation consisted of a
comparison of the characteristics of natural marsh wetlands in
control areas with the industrial wetlands being created in the
bitumen mining area. Industrial wetlands are characterized by
disturbance-adapted vegetation types, such as cattails (Typha
latifolia) and water sedge (Carex aquatilis). These wetlands
have shorter plants, reduced biomass, and reduced plant cover
and plant density due to lower levels of plant nutrients and
sediment organic matter, coupled with impaired water chemistry, notably salinity. The consequence of these physical and
chemical conditions is impaired vegetation growth and altered
species assemblages. All vegetation types found in industrial
wetlands are found in natural wetlands, but several species are
found only in non-industrial wetlands, notably awned or wheat
sedge (Carex atherodes). Cattails exhibit a broad tolerance of
chemical conditions, as does water sedge; awned sedge is not
able to tolerate the conditions that occur in industrial wetlands.
The richness and diversity of plants in industrial wetlands is
not changing over time. There is no evidence that industrial
wetland vegetation eventually develops into the species-rich
assemblages of natural wetlands. Process-affected wetlands are
species-poor and weedy.
Kevin also worries about the setting of oilsands mining areas
along the Athabasca River, a major flyway and migration corridor, and the creation of islands of habitat in a mined-out landscape. Likening it to “putting a kid’s playground in a toxic
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waste dump,” he expressed concern for the well-being of wildlife lured to isolated reclaimed areas surrounded by hostile territory. It is necessary not only to undertake site-specific remediation, but also landscape-level remediation to provide habitat
that will support ecosystems.
Alan Hingston
Kevin Timoney’s book Impaired Wetlands in a Damaged
Landscape: The Legacy of Bitumen Exploitation in Canada
(2015) is published by Springer and available from the
Wildbird General Store.

This awned sedge (Carex atherodes) community, a keystone marsh
type absent from industrial wetlands, forms part of a diverse, floating
mixed marsh in a basin east of Mud Lake in the Athabasca River
Delta. Floating marshes are rare in Canada. Credit: K. Timoney,
August 12, 2006.

Marshes dominated by water sedge (Carex aquatilis) and bladder
sedge (C. utriculata) are common in industrial and natural wetlands.
Water sedge is well-known for its tolerance of contaminants and
disturbance. Credit: K. Timoney, August 7, 2001.

Common cattail (Typha latifolia)
marshes are common in industrial
and natural wetlands. This community type is highly tolerant of contaminants and industrial disturbance.
Credit: K. Timoney, August 7, 2006.
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Whitemud Creek, December 12, 2015

Hawrelak Park, November 28, 2015

Today’s short-notice field trip was a great success – well, that depends on how you define a success. Some folks, and I won’t name
names, were disappointed in my inability to conjure up a Barred Owl.

Seventeen of us met at 10 a.m. on a crisp but windless morning. We
visited the feeder area where we spotted the White-throated Sparrow
Don Delaney had seen earlier this week. A couple of people spotted a
Northern Shrike near the first parking area. Along with some Pine
Grosbeaks, we also saw at least 4 Robins. We continued southward
past the footbridge and partway to Keillor Road. Redpolls were spotted in two different locations. On a second look at one group we
picked out a Hoary Redpoll. Just where we turned back, some Whitewinged Crossbills were working cones high up on the spruce.

In total, 23 of us met at Whitemud Creek. A few who arrived early
were treated to a flock of 18 or so chickadees being preyed upon by a
Northern Shrike. Along the trail we found flock after flock of Whitewinged Crossbills – seems to be a good year for them. Prior to the
start of the trip I heard a flock of Red Crossbills fly over, and a few
were seen along the trail. We also found a few Boreal Chickadees
who gave some of us fair looks.
Along the creek, Gerald heard a distinct high-pitched trill call, which
he confidently identified. “Couldn’t be a creeper. It’s too loud.” To
which I responded by pointing out, “Brown Creeper!” In fairness, it
happened to be on a tree just a few feet from us. As we watched the
one creeper, another flew in and gave us good looks.
We carried on down the trail, crossed the bridge, and wandered
around the spruce lot for a bit. A few birders found a group of a dozen
or so magpies chasing off two Northern Goshawks. Not everyone got
a look at these birds, but fortunately a juvenile Goshawk was spotted
perched in a tree just a few metres down the trail. Same bird the others
saw? A third? Let’s not get into that debate. (I only eBirded 2, for the
record.)
A bit further on down the trail we found a Black-backed Woodpecker
working on the same tree where it was spotted earlier in the day.
After failing to find the Great Horned Owl that was seen on the last
ENC trip, we turned around to head back. Along the way we discussed whether a flock of finches were Pine Siskins or Redpolls. We
decided the most democratic conclusion was that it had to have been a
mixed flock. In total, we found 24 species today.
Connor Charchuk

Goldbar Park, December 6, 2015
On a crisp morning without the usual Goldbar fog, 27 of us explored
the river for waterfowl and the hillsides for other species. We picked
up White-winged Crossbills right at the parking area.
The river had a narrow channel from the outflow but not a lot of
ducks were concentrated there. Nevertheless, we had good looks at
male and female Common Goldeneyes along with the regular Mallards. At the east end from the footbridge to Rundle Park, we could
see Canada Geese further downstream and a Northern Flicker made a
brief appearance.
We worked our way up the hill to the south and across the high trail.
We were inundated with Pine Siskins and a small flock of Redpolls,
including at least one Hoary. Later we could see a variety of birds
spilling out from back yards at the crest of the hill. They included
Dark-eyed Junco, House Finch, and a few Pine Grosbeaks.
At the bottom we went up another trail a short distance to the stream
that runs all winter. At first it seemed quiet, but just as we were thinking of leaving, first a few and then many more American Robins flew
in – at least 14.
A nice morning – in contrast to those other years when it has been
snowing heavily and/or minus 25! We saw a total of 20 species.
Brian Stephens

A pair (?) of raptors led to extensive discussion of the difference between juvenile Sharp-shinned and Merlin, and of course the two-bird
hypothesis was suggested. However, after “seeing” all the marks for a
Sharp-shinned, the photos of both birds come up as Merlin. Likely
there was just one bird, which moved along the same route we were
taking.
As we headed back the temperature had become pleasant and all enjoyed the sun.
After lunch many of the group headed over to the Alberta Grain Terminals off Yellowhead Trail and were rewarded with some action
from a Gyrfalcon, including one strike on the pigeons. The Gyr had a
fairly full crop, and a raven appeared to drive the Gyr off the pigeon
out of sight on the cookie factory roof. The Gyr went back to hunting
and then came down and pursued the raven aggressively. We saw a
total of 17 species (16 at Hawrelak plus the Gyrfalcon).
Brian Stephens

Cold Lake, November 21, 2015
Nine of us got up early and went for a little drive out to Cold Lake.
The drive was very exciting – lots of ravens and magpies to look at!
We started seeing a few other birds when we got to Bonnyville: a
large flock of Canada Geese on Moose Lake; smaller flocks of Bohemian Waxwings, Pine Grosbeaks, and Redpolls; then huge flocks of
thousands of Waxwings near Jessie Lake.
At Kinosoo Beach in Cold Lake, we scoped out a bunch of Goldeneyes. We picked out a couple of grebes, then someone saw a Whitewinged Scoter. It was being shadowed by a smaller duck, After a bit
of confusion, it came close enough that we could tell it was a juvenile
Long-tailed Duck.
Over by the Marina, we saw more Goldeneyes and a lone Eared
Grebe. Though the temps were pretty decent for mid-November, after
standing around the lake scoping birds for a while, it wasn’t very hard
to talk the group into going in for a warm lunch.
After we pried ourselves out of the cafe, we went over to the provincial park. We started trying to pick through Goldeneyes, then Sean
Evans found another Long-tailed Duck, a fairly clean-cut male bird. A
few other stops produced Bald Eagle, Pileated Woodpecker, and Boreal Chickadee.
The drive home was uneventful except for a probable Great Horned
Owl fly-over in the dark and Brian’s decision to experiment with how
far his vehicle would go after the low fuel light came on! We saw a
total of 27 species.
Gerald Romanchuk
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Whitemud Ravine, November 14, 2015
A crisp start temperature (-2 ºC) changed to a pleasant 5 ºC with no
wind as 28 of us walked the trail from Fox Drive to the Snow Valley
bridge. Pretty nice for mid-November, when it is typically well below
freezing with icy trails.
We quickly picked up significant flocks of White-winged Crossbills,
Pine Siskins, and a once-only flyover of Common Redpolls. The
crossbills were throughout the ravine the entire distance.
When we went over to check out some bridge work at the Brookside
junction, David Grinevitch, properly paying attention more to birds
than bridges, spotted a Sharp-shinned Hawk perched high up on the
slope above. Ron had heard Barred Owls the night before but in spite
of a very “cranky” group of chickadees and nuthatches in one place,
we could not find the source of their displeasure.
Just north of the
Snow Valley
Bridge, I heard a
creeper. Helen
Christensen almost
immediately said,
“What’s that over
there?” Not a
creeper – a Great
Horned Owl dozing about 15 feet
up and just off the
trail. We quickly
lost interest in
tracking down the
creeper, and everyone got good looks
at the owl.
At the Snow Valley Bridge we
heard Pine Grosbeaks in the distance, and a very
distant TownGreat Horned
send’s Solitaire
Owl
was momentarily
seen perching up
near the top edge of the ravine. One was seen a few days ago near
Keillor Road.

Miquelon Lake, Coal Lake, Bittern Lake, and Tofield
Area, November 6, 2015
A group of us birded the area south of Edmonton on a beautiful sunny
day with the temperature hitting a remarkable 19 ºC at one point! we
started in Millet and worked our way east to Coal Lake, where there
were good numbers and diversity of waterfowl, and then headed east
to circumnavigate Bittern Lake before heading to Miquelon Lake and,
finally, Francis Viewpoint at Tofield (getting there right at dusk).
Overall we found 37 species, including three species of Owls around
Bittern Lake (Great Horned, Snowy, and Short-eared). Most of the
larger lakes still have extensive open water, and Miquelon (which is
saline) was totally ice free. We saw 123 Tundra Swans at Coal Lake
and more at Miquelon.
Thanks to all participants for a great day of birding and winter denial.
Martin Sharp

Snowy Owl, Photo by Georges Blouin

All told, we had 20 species.
Brian Stephens
Red Crossbills

Photos by Janice Hurlburt

Short-eared Owl, Photo by Gerald Romanchuk
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Trip in Memory of Ray Cromie, November 1, 2015
An impressive number of people turned out for a short-notice trip on
Sunday, November 1. A convoy of 13 cars and around 40 people
headed out from Sherwood Park to visit some of Ray Cromie’s favourite spots and remember in fondness one of our favourite club
members.
A little south of Ft. Saskatchewan, we stopped two poles down from a
Snowy Owl. The bird cooperated and we set up scopes and everyone
got a nice look.
Then we headed over towards Elk Island and met up with Kim
Blomme at Elk Island Retreat. Kim had very generously arranged the
release of a Snowy Owl. The folks at the Retreat had found the owl
caught up in a barbed-wire fence. It wasn’t hurt seriously and was
ready to go. We said a few words in memory of Ray and then Kim
released the owl. I’m sure most of us were thinking of Ray as the owl
flew off out of sight.

Photo by Janice Hurlburt

Then up towards Lamont and on to Peno Lake. We drove a lot of
roads, but couldn’t find any owls. Ray would’ve been wondering who
was the jinx!
Things did start to get rough. Or maybe Vince would say they were
getting Ruff. Or Ruffled. Two species we did see several of were
Rough-legged Hawks and Ruffed Grouse. Some people still like to
call the grouse “Ruffled”!
Through our travels we also saw a Bald Eagle, Harrier, and a Merlin.
Winter birds, including Pine Grosbeaks, Redpolls, Crossbills, and
Bohemian Waxwings, were seen in several spots.
We made a pit stop at the Waskatenau truck-stop. Always fun to listen
to the different ways people say that town’s name. Still a great place
for cinnamon buns!
Gerald Romanchuk

Photo by Dave Ealey

Photo by Jana Sneep

Wabamun Lake, October 17, 2015
A group of us birded the area around Wabamun on another beautiful
fall day. We started out at the dock in Wabamun townsite and then
visited the Provincial Park, Ironhead Golf Course, Sundance,
Keephills cooling ponds, and Genesee Lake. Many of the same birds
were present as on last weekend, but some notable species included
Trumpeter Swan, Surf Scoter, Pacific and Common Loons, Western
Grebe, Lapland Longspur, and Fox Sparrow. We saw 46 species in
all.
Photo by Henry Sanders

Martin Sharp
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Tube-steaks and Saw-whets at Hardy’s Acreage on
Pipestone Creek, October 10, 2015
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Once the majority of the group showed up, Hardy brought out a special treat.

A new club member, who hadn’t yet had had an opportunity to enjoy my
sense of humour, sounded very disappointed. She’d called to ask for
directions and make sure the owl banding was still going on. I told her,
no, we had to cancel, it was way too nice out. She didn’t know what to
say, so I let her off the hook quickly. Yes, come on out, Hardy Pletz is
very generously hosting the club for an evening wiener roast and a demonstration of his Saw-whet Owl banding station.
So, with the amazingly beautiful fall weather and the attraction of the
super-cute little owls we had a big crowd of about 50 people out to
Hardy’s acreage on Pipestone Creek south of Millet. Hardy runs a fall
migration monitoring station. He has nets down in the heavily wooded
creek valley, where he captures Saw-whet Owls (lured into the nets by a
recording of their call) and measures, ages and sexes, and bands them.
We had a few birding highlights before sundown. Hardy’s feeders were
busy with chickadees, nuthatches, and woodpeckers. Not long after the
question of whether there might be some crossbills around was posed,
John Jaworski pointed and asked, “What’s that?” Of course, it turned out
to be a female Red Crossbill.

Earlier in the day, he and Janos had caught a Sharp-shinned Hawk.
They banded the hawk, fed it, and kept it until the group could watch
it being released.
Then it was time for the tube-steak part of the day – we cooked up our
hot-dogs and enjoyed Toby-Ann’s chilli, other good eats, and some
excellent company.

Most of the group were keen to get a look.

Half an hour after sunset, Hardy set up the nets. The first check, half
an hour later, was quiet. After the second check, there were a lot of
smiling faces when the group came up. They had two owls! We got to
watch Hardy process them.

Photos by Gerald Romanchuk
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He measured
their wings and
footpads and
weighed them.
It might seem
undignified to
be handled like
that, but after
being released
the owls recover
quickly.

Western Lakes Loop, October 3, 2015
We had an interesting ENC outing on October 3, with a surprising
total of 58 species. First stop was the gull ponds on the west side of
170 Street opposite the dump just north of the Yellowhead. We estimated 1000–2000+ gulls on top of the dump, and around 500 at the
ponds or flying back and forth. Great place to practice your gull ID,
and this time of year you have the added bonus of dark coloured firstwinter birds to sort through.
We saw a lot of Ring-billed Gulls and for once a good number of first
-year birds, so looks like they did okay this year. Also saw good numbers of first-winter California Gulls, full adult and juvenile Herring
Gulls, and possible first-winter Mew Gulls although we didn’t count
them, as they could have been small female first-winter Californias.
They were smaller and darker than adjacent Californias, have to do
some research, I guess, as Sibley portrays a light-coloured first-winter
bird. In retrospect, these were pretty sooty-looking birds and maybe
their bills were too big for a Mew. But then again the bill was all dark
and the first-winter Californias had only a black tip.
Gerald picked out several first-winter Thayer’s Gulls that definitely
looked different from adjacent young Herrings and Californias. The
clincher was the primaries that show in flight or wing stretch as twotoned “dark outer webs of primaries.” This is definitely a place where
you need your scope. It was very pleasant trying to sort through all
these and we were able to approach closely enough to have decent
leisurely scope views.

Almost as popular as the owls
were the Flying Squirrels.
A few were visiting the feeders once it got dark. It’s always cool to see these guys
scamper up the branches then
go off on a glide/flight.

Next up were two spots on Big Lake (231 Street and RR261), where
we had American Tree Sparrow and Song Sparrow and plenty of waterfowl and raptors.
Then onto Murray Marsh, where the low water condition is very conducive to shorebirds: We had a nice assemblage of American Pipit,
Black-bellied Plover, Killdeer, Short- (a couple) and Long-billed
Dowitchers (>20), and more distant peeps that flushed further away.
We also saw a mixed flock of several hundred Snow and Whitefronted Geese, and the whole group witnessed a Merlin attack and kill
a probable Pectoral Sandpiper and then proceed to calmly feast for the
next 20 minutes in full view. Good thing Gerald noticed the shorebirds all getting nervous and called out for us to look for a raptor. The
Merlin made a low attacking flight a few feet off the ground and
snatched the Pectoral out of the air below him.
Next up was Sandy Lake and a hot lunch at the hamburger spot
(which they tell us is open all year and even had several lunch specials
too). As always, Sandy Lake has good numbers of waterfowl and we
had nice assemblages of Tundra Swans here and elsewhere, with ~250
seen in total. Right outside the lunch spot, we saw a mixed-species
flock of dozens of Robins, an Evening Grosbeak, Pine Siskin, Yellowrumped Warblers, and a lighter streaked bird we decided was an early
Redpoll.
We had juvenile and adult Bald Eagles, 2 first-of-season (FOS) Rough
-Legged Hawks, some dark phase Red-tails, the aforementioned Merlin, and a Harrier. We explored further west to Lac Ste Anne (tons of
Bufflehead and a few other waterfowl and Bonaparte’s Gulls), and
Isle Lake at two locations.

It was an awesome night with lots of good people, good food, and
good birds. We owe a huge thank-you to Hardy. His hospitality and
generosity were greatly appreciated!
Gerald Romanchuk

Nine participants and a small four-vehicle convoy made logistics easy
and the weather was not bad given the forecast. Temperatures were as
low as 4 ºC at times but we dressed warmly, and without high winds,
it was a decent day!
Steve Knight
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Obed and Hinton, September 26, 2015
On Saturday, September 26, the ENC headed on a lengthy 700 km
day trip west from Edmonton nearly all the way to the Jasper Park
border and back, We saw 35 species in total and on this trip (and the
October 3 trip) foliage was at peak colour. I’m finding the Aspens to
be vivid yellow this year! We traditionally stop at Obed Lake, and
sure enough there were Scoters but wind conditions on the day made
it hard to determine which species. At nearly every lake we stopped at
on this day we were standing at the windward side and the birds were
distantly over on the leeward side! On a short hike here we viewed
pished-in Golden-crowned Kinglets at a distance of 2 metres, pretty
cool! We also had good looks at Common Merganser here.
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we had great numbers of White-winged Crossbill and Pine Siskin as
well as Golden-crowned Kinglet and close-in views of a Swamp Sparrow. Gerald thinks this bodes well for a good Pygmy Owl winter, as
they have plenty of tasty Crossbill sandwiches to dine on. Hope he’s
right!
Supper on the way home at Mountain Pizza in Edson was awesome as
usual, with both the pizza and piping hot lasagne well known and
great value too!
Steve Knight
Photos by Steve Knight

Sabine’s Gulls and Shorebirds, September 20, 2015
A group of us birded the area between Edmonton and Tofield, visiting
Cooking Lake (south shore), Hastings Lake (north shore), Tofield
Quarry, Francis Viewpoint, and Amisk Creek. The weather was up
and down but we never got too wet!. The idea had been to look for
lingering shorebirds (in which we were somewhat successful) and to
try to find Sabine’s Gulls among the flocks of Bonaparte’s that usually frequent these lakes in mid- to late September (in which we were
definitely not successful – Bonaparte’s numbers were well down on
normal for the time of year and there was no hint of a Sabine’s!).
Nonetheless, we did find 56 species, including five Grebe species,
Sandhill Crane, Osprey, Lapland Longspur, and American Goldfinch.
Martin Sharp
At William A. Switzer PP we had repeated views of a Kingfisher still
hanging on for the season and nice views of two dark-phased Redtailed Hawks. We briefly glimpsed a Northern Goshawk at a small
lake known as Kelly’s Bathtub. By the way, stop in at the interpretive
centre there to see a great collection of stuffed animals including uncommon species such as wolverine, fisher, and cougar.

Lapland Longspur

We explored all the way west into the village of Brule, which sits at
the foot of a mountain range. Based on the number of feeders we saw
there (mostly empty for the moment, alas) I hope to visit again in
winter. This could be our northern version of Exshaw, reachable on a
day trip and offering the possibility of Rosy Finch or other mountain
specialty birds. I’m hoping Gerry Fox will talk to the proprietors of
Black Cat Ranch B&B for us and find out if they ever get any Ptarmigans or other good stuff coming down to this elevation! Wildhorse
Lakes were two more windward/leeward situations with the same type
of challenges we experienced earlier.
Next stop was Hinton and the awesome trails at Beaver Boardwalk on
the south edge of town. What a great project. Here as in many places

Pied-billed Grebe
Photos by Gerald Romanchuk
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Elk Island, September 12, 2015
We had over 30 birders out for an awesome September day. It was
warm and sunny, at some points almost too warm, though as Albertans, we know better than to complain at this time of year. Despite a
few lulls in the action, we saw lots of birds and a couple of nice surprises.
There were several mixed flocks of migrating songbirds, mostly species such as Yellow-rumped Warbler and White-throated Sparrow. A
lack of warbler variety was one of the few disappointments of the day.
Lots of Yellow-rumps, a couple of Tennessees, and Common Yellowthroats were all we could find.
It’s always interesting on these Elk Island trips, to get a big convoy
through the park. Whenever we pulled over to check out some birds, a
civilian would drive slowly past, not see any large mammals, and just
keep going. Even if I called out Yellow-bellied Sapsucker, they just
wouldn’t stop!
One car did actually stop. Two ladies got out and walked back towards the group. They didn’t say anything, just kept looking around. I
finally asked if they were interested in birds. No, they weren’t. They
hadn’t seen a bison yet and were hoping that’s what we were stopped
for. Apparently back-lit sparrows hopping around in the bushes didn’t
cut it for wildlife viewing.

Wood Duck (male)

We’d also looked at few ponds full of back-lit brown ducks. When we
finally got to a pond near Moss Lake on the right side of the road for
the light, we stopped for a better look. After a few minutes, a call
went out – “Wood Duck.” That brought out the scopes in a hurry. Ted
McKen had spotted at least two male Wood Ducks and possibly a
third. Good thing the trip leader knew exactly where to put Ted to
spot those birds!
We went up to Beaver Bay on the Shoreline Trail and ran into a busy
flock of Yellow-rumps, Cedar Waxwings, and such. We were about to
carry on when someone spotted Evening Grosbeaks. It was cool to see
three of them away from a feeder.
We scoped Astotin Lake, working on the always tough winterplumage grebes, scanning through the hundreds of Bonaparte’s Gulls,
and marvelling at the numbers of Cormorants perched on dead trees
on one island. As usual, the estimates were very consistent, everywhere between 50 to 500.

Evening Grosbeak (male)

During a nice shady lunch break we had to rein in some of the keeners
who wanted to get going right away. The strategy paid off when Kurt
Brauner spotted a Western Tanager. The bird was very easy to spot. It
was right THERE. In THAT tree. On THE big branch. I think we did
manage to get everyone on the bird, even with all the “awesome”
directions.
We checked out the Sandhills Trail, which was mostly a cause of
frustration. A couple of Brown Creepers were heard, but we just could
not get a visual. A couple of folks hadn’t seen one before, and we all
know about the Creeper Jinx. It takes several misses before you finally get one. Next time we’ll leave the jinxes back at the cars! A
couple of Golden-crowned Kinglets were more cooperative.
A walk to “The Point” near the park residences wasn’t too productive.
The vegetation has grown so high that viewing the lake was kinda
tough. By mid afternoon we decided it was time to relax and find a
site for a wrap-up wiener roast. James Fox and Steve Knight surprised
us by finding an excellent sheltered site.
We saw or heard 55 species.

Western Tanager (male)

Gerald Romanchuk
Photos by Gerald Romanchuk
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Birding the South Atlantic
In 2014 a colleague based in Chile invited me to join her in
conducting research on the glaciers of the South Shetland Islands, off the northwest tip of the Antarctic Peninsula. This was
a great opportunity for both science and birding. My three previous trips to the Ross Sea sector of Antarctica (on the other
side of the continent) had yielded just two bird species (South
Polar Skua and Emperor Penguin), but this promised to be a
wholly different story. Even better, we were to go down to Antarctica on a Chilean Navy vessel, the Aquiles, sailing from
Punta Arenas through the Straits of Magellan and Beagle Channel and then across the Drake Passage – seabird nirvana! Better
still, since the navy does not have to follow the tight schedules
of commercial cruise ships, it can choose to avoid crossing the
Drake during its fabled storms – which means you can be on
deck birding the whole way. I just had to get myself to Punta
Arenas.
After a couple of days of briefings and buying field provisions
we finally got to board the Aquiles and set sail for Puerto Williams, a Chilean naval base in Tierra del Fuego. Immediately
we boarded, we were seeing Black-browed Albatrosses and
Southern Giant Petrels, and there was a Black-faced Ibis on the
dock as we steamed out of port. As we headed south, more
birds started to follow the ship – Gray-headed Albatross,
Southern Fulmar, White-chinned and Westland Petrels, and
Chilean Skuas. Kelp, Dolphin, and Brown-hooded Gulls and
South American Terns were pretty widespread, and Imperial
Cormorants had colonies on many rocky islets. Less common
were Magellanic Diving Petrels and Grey-backed Storm Petrels, but there were always birds following our wake, and dolphins sometimes joined them.
The next morning we arrived in Puerto Williams. We expected
to spend 7 or 8 hours while the ship unloaded cargo, but that
was extended because of a storm to the south of us, so we had a
full day to explore and bird – which we did. Now we were in
the heart of Patagonia and there was a chance to see some of
the regional specialties, several of which were visible along the
shoreline even before we left the ship – three of the specialist
Patagonian Geese (Kelp, Upland, and Ashy-headed Geese), as
well as Neotropic and Rock Cormorants, Southern Lapwing,
Magellanic Oystercatcher, Crested Duck, and Flightless
Steamer Duck. In the afternoon we headed inland to explore
some of the raised bogs for which the area is famous, along
with the somewhat stunted Nothofagus forest (it’s very windy
in Patagonia!), and at last found some passerines, with exotic
and unfamiliar names such as Dark-bellied Cinclodes, Austral
Negrito, Correndera Pipit, and Black-chinned Siskin, but at
least one familiar face – House Sparrow! Chumango Caracaras
were patrolling fairly widely as well.
The following day we got clearance to head for the Drake Passage and we steamed eastwards down the Beagle Channel (of
Darwin fame). Most of the birds we saw along this leg were
already familiar, but we did see several groups of Magellanic
Penguins for the first time. Things changed dramatically almost
as soon as we cleared the mouth of the Beagle Channel and
headed out onto the continental shelf to sail south past Cape

Horn. Immediately, Sooty Shearwaters were everywhere, and it
soon became clear they were not alone. In the next couple of
hours we had flybys from the magnificent Wandering Albatross, and we started to encounter flocks of Cape Petrels and
Wilson’s Storm Petrels, and smaller numbers of Blue Petrels.
The following morning, we were well south of Cape Horn and
heading further south, and we started to encounter a different
group of birds, including Gray-headed Albatross, Lightmantled Sooty Albatross, Snow Petrel, Antarctic Prion, Thinbilled Prion, and Black-bellied Storm Petrel. These, and the
ever-present Black-browed Albatross and Southern Giant Petrel, were with us to varying degrees all the way to the South
Shetlands.
Once we got to the South Shetlands, we began a 4-day odyssey
of trying to find places we could land (winds, strong swell, and
icebergs were all posing challenges), which meant sailing
around, testing possibilities and moving on if they were no
good (which was usually the case). We did manage to land at
the Chilean bases, Arturo Prat and Escudero, but couldn’t leave
the ship at the latter. At Prat we saw our first Antarctic penguins – half a dozen Gentoos – as well as South Polar and SubAntarctic Skuas and Antarctic Cormorants. Eventually we got
to our destination – the Polish research station, Arctowski, on
King George Island. This was a truly wonderful spot – surrounded by glaciers and penguin colonies, home to Gentoos,
Chinstraps, and Adelies. We had to walk past these every day
en route to and from work – an endless source of entertainment
– and there were always penguins lounging on the beach by the
lab where we were processing our snow and ice samples – my
kind of science! There were colonies of Southern Giant Petrels,
and nesting South Polar Skuas, Antarctic Terns, and Antarctic
Cormorants. Wilson’s Storm Petrels were nesting in the scree
slope behind our bunkhouse, and Black-bellied Storm Petrels
and Southern Fulmars were routinely offshore. At times, there
were Elephant and Weddell Seals on the beach, Humpback
Whales spouting offshore, and we even had a fly-by by an Arctic Tern. There is long-term monitoring of penguin populations
at Arctowski. A group of Norwegian scientists was on site,
trying to determine if you could use aerial photography from
unmanned aircraft to census the birds without causing excessive disturbance. They were trying out different sizes of plane,
fixed wings and helicopters, gas and electric engines, and
launch sites at different distances from the colonies to see
which approach was best. The main conclusion – non-breeding
young male penguins are always happy to leave their colonies
to watch UAVs being launched, whatever the type of plane and
regardless of where it is launched!
Eventually we had to leave and the Chilean Navy picked us up
and took us back to Escudero base, where we had a chance to
visit the only Russian Orthodox cathedral in Antarctica and go
to a party at the Russian base (vodka, everyone) before our
flight back to Punta Arenas. There I had a day to bird along the
Straits of Magellan (which is nowhere near long enough, and
another story entirely) before beginning the long flight home.

Martin Sharp
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Birding the South Atlantic
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